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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 

To represent the AnitaB.org community with 
confidence, please familiarize yourself with, and adhere 
to, these branding usage guidelines. 

If you have any questions, please reach out  
to Branding@AnitaB.org.
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ABOUT THE BRAND

In 2017, we unveiled a new identity. Our new name — AnitaB.org — still honors 
our founder while reflecting our move away from a formal, bureaucratic attitude 
and toward a warmer, more personal feeling; the “.org” in our name acts as a 
reminder of our nonprofit mission.

Our new, multifaceted logo conveys two of our core values: diversity and 
intersectionality. The range of vivid colors represent women technologists 
across their many dimensions, including race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 
geography, age, ability, socioeconomic status, and temperament. 

The logo contains an arrow embedded in the facets. But, unlike a 
conventional cursor arrow, ours points forward — upward and to the right 
— reflecting our desire to positively change the direction of the tech 
industry.

We’re here to break down boundaries, advocate for change, and 
remain persistent in the face of adversity. And our new brand signals 
that to the world.

The mark — called THE 
BRILLIANT — illustrates how 

AnitaB.org serves as a light in  
the darkness. It’s a word that 

signifies intelligence that’s less 
gendered than “genius;” it's is 

strongly correlated with gemstones, 
another symbol of feminine strength. 

The mark’s FACETS reflect our 
intersectional approach as well as our 

diverse audience.

The mark’s dynamic CUT-SQUARE shape 
points to inequity and the work that 

remains to be done.

The embedded up-and-to-the-right 
CURSOR ARROW indicates how we’re 

changing the direction of tech, and points  
to a future of mutual growth.

The central TRIANGLE borrows an ancient, 
sacred symbol of the feminine, a reversal of a 

dominator pyramid.

The SLASH connects the logo to the wordmark, 
and references computer code at a glance.

The .ORG in our name references our presence in 
both the tech and nonprofit worlds.
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AnitaB.org
The new name is AnitaB.org, always spelled with a 
capital A and B and pronounced "Anita Bee Dot Org." 

It is important for both consistency and legibility that it 
is written and pronounced this way.

 
Common mistakes
ABI is no longer used.

Anita Borg Institute for Women and Technology  
is the official name used for legal documents

AnitaB (without .org), Anita B.org (with a space),  
anitab.org (all lowercase) and Anitab.org  
(with lowercase B) are incorrect. 

ANITAB.ORG in all caps should be avoided,  
even in blocks of all-caps copy.

Grace Hopper Celebration
This show is a Celebration and not a Conference. Please 
write and say Grace Hopper Celebration, with no "the." 
 
GHC is appropriate internally and in hashtags but should 
be used sparingly. When used with year, please use a 
space unless in a hashtag: GHC 18 

WRITING AND SAYING THE BRAND

Local communities and hashtags
AnitaB.org Communities are called "Locals."   
Their "Duet" branding is shown on p8. 

A given community is written as their functional URL. For example Seattle 
is Seattle.AnitaB.org. This is pronounced "Seattle Anita Bee Dot Org" but an 
acceptable shorthand would be to call it the Seattle community or Seattle 
local of AnitaB.org.

Note that these communities' hashtags is the place where it is acceptable 
to drop the .org: #SeattleAnitaB

 
HopperX1
“Hopper by One.” Plural usage is HopperX1 events not “HoppersX1” or 
“HopperX1s”. “Hopper by One.” Plural usage is HopperX1 events not 
“HoppersX1” or “HopperX1s”. Their "billboard" branding is shown on p.9

Correct: “AnitaB.org holds a number of HopperX1 events throughout the year.”

Hopper x1, Hopper x 1, HOPPERX1, HOPPERx1, Hopperx1 are incorrect. 

Specific HopperX1 events should be differentiated by their location, e.g.,  
HopperX1 London, pronounced “Hopper by One London.” 
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THE BRAND IDENTITY SYSTEM

Community

Austin

Chicago

Boston

Houston

London

Los Angeles

Washington DC

Silicon Valley

Amsterdam

Seattle

Delhi-NCR

Pune

Hyderabad

Minneapolis

Atlanta

Portland

Tokyo

Nairobi

Africa

N.Y.C.

D.C.

Alt versions -- preferences?

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Amsterdam

AnitaB.org events AnitaB.org community programs Program and other marks
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The AnitaB.org Lockup includes the colorful Brilliant 
mark and a stylized wordmark. 

The positive form of the Lockup should only be used on 
solid white backgrounds. If the Lockup must be placed 
on a color background, create a white box (observing 
the clear space requirements on page 11, at a minimum) 
to contain the Lockup. The variant reverse Lockup 
can be used only on black, solid dark-color, or clear 
backgrounds.

 
Co-branding
When using the Lockup in combination with other 
logos, make every attempt to balance in terms of 
overall size. To achieve this balance, the Lockup may be 
placed so that it appears smaller than a square logo, or 
taller than a very wide logo.

THE LOCKUP
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DUET/COMMUNITY MARKS

NEED HELP USING DUETS APPROPRIATELY?       Contact Branding@AnitaB.org

Systers groups and AnitaB.org Locals have a matched set of 
branding that shows each to be part of the larger movement.

Umbrella Program Marks 
In general, these two overall marks will only be used by  
AnitaB.org staff. Contact Branding@AnitaB.org if you  
believe that your project requires one of them.

Individual Group Marks
Group duet marks should be used with appropriate white 
space (see page 13), and only on white backgrounds. If you 
need more guidance on how to apply these marks, please 
contact Branding@AnitaB.org.

Community

Austin

Chicago

Boston

Houston

London

Los Angeles

Washington DC

Silicon Valley

Amsterdam

Seattle

Delhi-NCR

Pune

Hyderabad

Minneapolis

Atlanta

Portland

Tokyo

Nairobi

Africa

N.Y.C.

D.C.

Alt versions -- preferences?

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Community

Austin

Chicago

Boston

Houston

London

Los Angeles

Washington DC

Silicon Valley

Amsterdam

Seattle

Delhi-NCR

Pune

Hyderabad

Minneapolis

Atlanta

Portland

Tokyo

Nairobi

Africa

N.Y.C.

D.C.

Alt versions -- preferences?
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DUET/COMMUNITY MARKS – PLACEMENT GUIDELINE

Community Marks will be used in a design in two general categories: as Signoff or Header branding.

HopperX1 Billboards, Systers Webinar marks and local events where the event details are 'locked-up' with the duet should be 
used as headers. Please contact branding@AnitaB.org if you need a 'header' made, and in general the branding team will work 
on usage of these pieces until a set of templates is generated. 

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Community

Austin

Chicago

Boston

Houston

London

Los Angeles

Washington DC

Silicon Valley

Amsterdam

Seattle

Delhi-NCR

Pune

Hyderabad

Minneapolis

Atlanta

Portland

Tokyo

Nairobi

Africa

N.Y.C.

D.C.

Alt versions -- preferences?

{Master.Class}
Systers

New York City
2018 Male Ally Summit | March 29, 2018  

Seattle.AnitaB.org Presents a 1-day Grace Hopper  
Celebration of Women in Computing

Microsoft Conference Center 
Redmond, Washington

Signoff branding

Duet marks of all sorts should generally be used as signoffs (place 
in lower right corner, or if necessitated, lower left). In these 
designs the header, subhead, copy, call to action and imagery are 
the star, and the logo is identifying who is behind it.

If you have a design concept with a duet used as a header please 
run it by Branding@AnitaB.org 

Header branding

HopperX1 Billboards, Systers Webinar marks and local 
events where the event details are 'locked-up' with 
the duet should be used as headers -- centered in the 
design either standing in for or above a headline. In these 
designs the branding is identifying the event in question.

Please contact Branding@AnitaB.org if you need a 
'header' made, and in general the branding team should 
work on designs using this sort of branding.
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BILLBOARD/EVENT MARKS
Events sponsored by AnitaB.org have an event-
specific logo known as a Billboard, which combines 
the name of the event with the full AnitaB.org 
Lockup. Only creative materials designed by  
AnitaB.org or the event organizers should use 
this Lockup; any co-branded materials (e.g., those 
created by sponsors or partners) should use only 
the AnitaB.org Lockup unless express permission 
is granted by the AnitaB.org branding team to use 
the Billboard. 

Billboards should be centered at top or bottom 
of a design — although rare exceptions may be 
given to run it in a corner — and on white (or clear) 
backgrounds only. The branding team can provide a 
reverse form for use on dark/black backgrounds. 

Size relative to design is contextual. When 
displaying the Billboard on primary event signage 
(registration desk backdrops, main venue signage, 
etc.), the Billboard should be placed at the top of 
the design, and must occupy no less than one third 
of the width of the panel or sign. In executions 
where branding is secondary to other information 
(directional signage, restroom signs, etc.), the 
Billboard may be located at either the top or 
bottom of the design, and must measure no less 
than one quarter of the width of the panel or sign.

GHC ’17 Billboard in action
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THE WORDMARK
Generally, the Wordmark should not be used alone, 
outside of the Lockup. There are two exceptions: 

To avoid repetition
Use the Wordmark alone if the creative materials 
already include a Crest or Brilliant. 

To avoid technical or budgetary 
challenges
The Lockup, Duets, Billboards, Crest, and Ribbons 
all incorporate the multicolored Brilliant, which 
can be challenging to reproduce accurately or 
cost-effectively in some circumstances.

In those instances, please use the best possible 
version of the Wordmark. A two-color version is 
ideal; a one-color linescreen (e.g., black or white 
text paired with an artificial grey composed of 
the primary color “screened back” with diagonal 
lines) is acceptable when a two-color version 
is not feasible. Only use a one-color solid in 
instances where a linescreen is not technically 
possible. 

Please obtain approval from the AnitaB.org  
branding team for any use of the Wordmark.

Two-color version: Black (or white)  
and Caribbean 2915C

One-color linescreen: Black (or white) 

One-color black (or white): Use only  
in rare circumstances, with approval

The GHC ’17 Hopper shirt  
used a one-color 
linescreen wordmark for 
production reasons.

Ribbons use the 
wordmark without 
the lockup to avoid 
repeating the Brilliant.
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THE CREST AND THE BRILLIANT
In special circumstances, the Brilliant can be used by 
itself, or in conjunction with our tagline in the Crest.

These variations of the brand must be deployed very 
carefully, because they do not include the name/URL 
of the organization. No use of these marks is permitted 
without approval from AnitaB.org branding team.

Appropriate uses include:

• The Crest used in conjunction with the wordmark  
(e.g., on a sign or swag).

• The Crest used for event signage or literature that 
is already branded with a Lockup, Billboard, or Duet. 
(e.g., on a wall at GHC or in a Hopper x1 brochure).

• The Brilliant/<year> used as visual  
shorthand for “GHC/<year>” in app icons and  
other space-constrained situations.

• The Brilliant by itself being used to humanize 
the brand: e.g., the “I AM…” campaign at GHC17 
featured diecut Brilliants used in conjunction with 
handwriting on the back (for both attendees and 
keynote speakers), such that the one side reflected 
the individual’s self-identification and the reverse 
illustrated the movement as a whole.

/17
The Crest uses our tagline but  
needs to be connected to our name.

The Brilliant used as a personal brand piece in the “I AM…” campaign

The Brilliant plus the 
year in an app icon.
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LOGO USAGE/CLEAR SPACE

Whenever you use the Lockup or wordmark, it should be surrounded by clear space to ensure its visibility and impact.  
No margins or graphic elements of any kind should invade this zone. 

Duets clear space = height of Brilliant

Billboard clear space = ½ height of blue frame

Lockup clear space = ½ height of Brilliant Wordmark clear space = height of slash

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing
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In a Duet, the Lockup should maintain  
1-inch minimum width

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Systers

Systers/ Underrepresented 
Women in Computing

Systers/ Black Women
in Computing

Systers/ African Women
in Computing

Systers/ Latinas 
in Computing

Systers/ Native American
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
LGBTQ-A

Systers/ Turkish Women
in Computing

Systers/ Arab Women
in Computing

Systers/ Asian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Chinese Women
in Computing

Systers/ Filipenas 
in Computing

Systers/ Indian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Vietnamese 
Women in Computing

Systers/ 
Spain

Systers/ Iranian Women
in Computing

Systers/ Jewish Women
in Computing

Minimum sizes are provided to ensure legibility. Logos are shown below in their actual minimum size.

LOGO USAGE/MINIMUM SIZE

Billboard: 2.5-inch minimum widthLockup: 1-inch minimum width

Wordmark: 1-inch minimum width
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LOGO MISUSE

Do not use the Brilliant by itself 
without prior approval. 

Do not set other type in place  
of the wordmark.

Do not rearrange the placement 
of the type.

Do not stretch, fragment, or alter 
the proportions of the logo.

Do not use lockup in conjunction 
with Duet or Billboard.

Do not place on a colored 
background without a white box. 

Do not recolor any part of  
the Brilliant or wordmark.

Do not rotate.

Do not overlay on a photo  
or other busy background.

Do not replace typeface in  
the wordmark.

Do not add drop shadow.

Do not violate clear space with page 
edges, graphics, or other logos.

ANITA
B.ORG

AMAZO
N.COM

Community

Austin

Chicago

Boston

Houston

London

Los Angeles

Washington DC

Silicon Valley

Amsterdam

Seattle

Delhi-NCR

Pune

Hyderabad

Minneapolis

Atlanta

Portland

Tokyo

Nairobi

Africa

N.Y.C.

D.C.

Alt versions -- preferences?
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TYPOGRAPHY
AnitaB.org uses the Quan and Brandon Text typeface families. 
Quan speaks "tech" and Brandon speaks "humanistic".

• In most instances, use upper- and lowercase. Some levels of 
information (e.g., short headings, bylines, etc.) may be set in all 
caps; avoid using all caps for long text blocks.

• Headlines generally are set in Quan, body copy in Brandon Text. 
Subheads and captions are typically Brandon, and infographic 
callouts tend to use Quan.

• Quan may be used in weights from Book to Black; Light may be 
considered only for very large type; no Hairline or Extra Light. 
The weight of Quan should get lighter as type grows larger. 

PAGE 2 / Grace Hopper Celebration / 2017 Impact   

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

18,000+ attendees from 81 countries

What if w
e all 

committed to helping 

10 women go into or 

stay in tech? Think 

about that ripple effect.

— MELINDA GATES
COMPANIES  

REPRESENTED:

Women from all over the world 
came to GHC 17 and...

  —  Found motivation in role models  (92%)

 —  Engaged better with women 
technologists (82%)

 —  Felt inspired about career  
opportunities (75%)

95%
of attendees felt  

GHC met or exceeded  
expectations 

organizations
1,400+

CAREER STAGE
OF FULL 

CONFERENCE 
ATTENDEES

16%

34%

22%

15%

5%
8% 85% of Students are Computer Science  

(CS) or Engineering Majors

2017 Overall Impact

Corporate         722

Academic         583

Nonprofit 51

National Lab     26

Government 25

              M
ID CAREER                 EARLY CAREER  

    
    

    
   

   
   

 S
EN

IO
R 

    
    

EXEC  OTHER                           STUDEN
TS                                 

This page used many type styles — all from the Quan and Brandon families — in a  
meaningful way. 

• Text color should keep accessibility (e.g.  
https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/ ), legibility, 
and color psychology in mind. Variations should be used 
sparingly to call out information or differentiate levels of 
hierarchy in text. Too many colors in a piece can appear 
garish or chaotic.

Font licenses are limited: Community leaders may purchase 
licenses for these typefaces on myfonts.com, or substitute with 
the Google fonts Cairo for Quan and Lato for Brandon. 

Feel free to reach out to Branding@AnitaB.org for assistance. 
We’re happy to help.
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TYPOGRAPHY USE
In advance of a full set of templates and type specs, please 
observe the following principles.

 
Establish a hierarchy
Information meant to be read first should be most prominent. 
Use size, weight, and color to guide the viewer’s eye, but bear 
in mind that you don’t need to (and probably should not) use all 
three at once. 

 
Maintain consistency
Use application stylesheets to help ensure that type styles do not 
differ from page to page. (Feel free to reach out to  
Branding@AnitaB.org for assistance.)

 
Use type meaningfully
Copy set in Quan feels tech-y, while copy set in Brandon feels 
more human. Successful designs use both font families, at 
different levels of type hierarchy.

Hierarchy: The draft on the left doesn’t have it; the final on  
the right does.

This snippet from a program guide illustrates the use of different  
type treatments to indicate time, track, title, info, and description.

11:25–11:45 a.m. 

 CAREER 

It’s Not a Meritocracy (and What That Means for 
Your Career)

 Kodiak      Christa Jones, Cofounder, Artemis 
Connection; Mia Perez, Principal, Artemis Connection
We’ve been told that the workplace is a 
meritocracy, but in reality it isn’t. 
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COLOR
Although the Brilliant includes many more tones than those shown below, the AnitaB.org brand utilizes a select set of colors 
in most occasions. Please do not use additional colors without consulting Branding@AnitaB.org.

PRIMARY PALETTE 

SUBLIME

TANGERINE

BLACK AUBERGINE NAVY

WHITE CARRIBEAN CRIMSON

GREY

SECONDARY 
PALETTE

TERTIARY 
PALETTE
(TEAL, BLUSH, 

SUNRISE AND SEAFOAM)

ANITAB.ORG PALETTE

2017 SESSIONS
General Sessions

Technology 

Products A to Z

Emerging Technology

Open Source

Career

Organization Transformation 

Posters

Special Sessions 

LANYARDS: at-a-glance differentiation

General Attendees

ABI Staff/Event staff 

Booth Staff

Academics

Students 

SHIRTS: 2017 shirt design with Brilliant TK

Hoppers wear red.

Event staff wear black.

SHUTTLE BUS LINES
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Indigo

Violet

RICH BLACK
PMS BLACK 6C 
CMYK = 40/30/30/100 
RGB = 17/25/33
HEX = #101820

AUBERGINE
PMS 2592C
CMYK =61/88/0/0
RGB = 141/33/101
HEX = #8d2165

NAVY
PMS 301C
CMYK = 100/59/20/20
RGB = 0/98/140
HEX = #005c88

CARRIBEAN
PMS 2915C
CMYK = 60/9/0/0
RGB = 98/181/229
HEX = #54BCEB

SCARLET
PMS 032C
CMYK = 0/90/86/0
RGB = 239/65/53
HEX = #EF4135

GREY
PMS 422C 
CMYK = 10/10/10/40
RGB = 145/147/148
HEX = #919394

TANGERINE
PMS 151C
CMYK = 0/48/95/0
RGB = 238/151/40
HEX = #F89728

SUBLIME
PMS 382C
CMYK = 29/0/100/0K
RGB = 193/216/47
HEX = #C1D82F

SUNRISE
PMS 116C 
CMYK = 0/12/100/0
RGB = 253/213/0
HEX = #FDD500

BLUSH
PMS 217C 
CMYK = 1/31/0/0
RGB = 246/178/207
HEX = #f6b2cf

SEAFOAM
PMS 621C 
CMYK = 12/1/9/2
RGB = 209/233/217
HEX = #d1e9d9

TEAL
PMS 3252C
CMYK = 54/0/24/0
RGB = 71/188/160
HEX = #47bca0

Hierarchy: The draft on the left doesn’t have it; the final on  
the right does.

This snippet from a program guide illustrates the use of different  
type treatments to indicate time, track, title, info, and description.
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COLOR PALETTE

NAVY
PMS 301C

CMYK = 100/59/20/20

RGB = 0/98/140

HEX = #005c88

SCARLET
PMS 032C

CMYK = 0/90/86/0

RGB = 239/65/53

HEX = #EF4135

SUNRISE
PMS 116C

CMYK = 0/12/100/0

RGB = 253/213/0

HEX = #FDD500 

AUBERGINE
PMS 2592C

CMYK =40/100/0/0

RGB = 141/33/101

HEX = #8d2165

CARIBBEAN
PMS 2915C

CMYK = 60/9/0/0

RGB = 98/181/229

HEX = #54BCEB

BLUSH
PMS 217C

CMYK = 1/31/0/0

RGB = 246/178/207

HEX = #f6b2cf 

TANGERINE
PMS 151C

CMYK = 0/48/95/0

RGB = 238/151/40

HEX = #F89728

SUBLIME
PMS 382C

CMYK = 29/0/100/0K

RGB = 193/216/47

HEX = #C1D82F

SEAFOAM
PMS 621C

CMYK = 12/1/9/2 

RGB = 209/233/217

HEX = #d1e9d9

RICH BLACK
PMS BLACK 6C

CMYK = 40/30/30/100 

RGB = 17/25/33

HEX = #101820 

GREY
PMS 422C

CMYK = 10/10/10/40

RGB = 145/147/148

HEX = #919394 

TEAL
PMS 3252C

CMYK = 54/0/24/0

RGB = 71/188/160

HEX = #47bca0
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Please fill out required fields

CONNECT NOW

On the AnitaB.org site, Aubergine 
is used for headlines, Caribbean for 
buttons and links, Scarlet for error 
messages, and Teal for commerce.

COLORS AND MEANING
Collectively, the AnitaB.org brand’s use of color indicates diversity and inclusion. Individually, the colors 
have some significance, which should be kept in mind. Red should not be used for type unless it is meant 
to be communicate danger, errors, or a warning.

Our use of a row of slashes illustrates many different sorts of people working together.  
Caribbean is the stand-in color for technology; Aubergine is the placeholder for the change we are making.

Colors and shapes connote gender and 
race. Various blues suggest dominant 
culture; other colors allude to change. 

In this calendar, Navy squares 
suggest routine; other colors and 
shapes indicate AnitaB.org events.
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COLOR-ON-COLOR AND TYPE
For legibility and accessibility, please use only these approved combinations of color-on-color type. As shown in 
the quotes below, when using two colors of text, both colors should be lighter or darker than the background, 
not one lighter and one darker. 

As a general rule, use white + Caribbean, or white + Light Yellow, on dark and midtone backgrounds; Navy + 
Aubergine, or Darkest Durple + Aubergine, work on light-tone backgrounds. Note that RGB color (such as on 
websites and in apps) is much more forgiving than CMYK (printed materials) of white type on lighter tones.

http://www.anitaborg.org
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COLOR FACETS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Color facets overlayed on monochrome photographs offer a useful way 
to incorporate the brand’s colors and lead the eye. This technique works 
well with archival photography, for adding visual interest to amateur 
snapshots, or for uniting disparate photo sources. 

When generating color facets, designers may opt to use tints and/or 
brighter versions of brand colors, as midtones tend to overwhelm the 
photo. Please take care also to avoid unflattering tones (such as green 
skin) or rude cuts (split faces).

 

When to avoid facets
If a photograph portrays racial diversity, using this technique would 
replace actual diversity (a variety of skin tones) with an abstractions of 
diversity (color facets). Photos of diverse groups of women should be left 
full color. Use diagonal crops if facets are needed for design balance.

Archival photography gains depth with a 
mix of toned-back and pastel color facets.

Mary Spio used color facets in 
her GHC17 keynote slides.

Color facets in a diagonal crop are 
best for images of diverse women.

Overlays work well with  
full-strength, midtone facets.
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VISUAL PRINCIPLE/DYNAMISM
Dynamism is the brand’s core visual principle. Two examples include the slash between the Brilliant and the wordmark, and the up-and-to-
the-right orientation of the Brilliant. There should be at least one element featuring upward diagonality in any creative execution, unless 
the Crest or Lockup is a primary element. The examples shown on this page are just a few examples of proper execution.

Facets

Diagonal linescreens

Slash array

Diagonal typesetting 
Type should be straight with an angled left edge  
(shown left) or angled and flush-left (shown right),  
but not both.

Diagonal photo cropping

An angled box, shown in 
“lower-third” video graphics

The most damaging phrase 

in the language is “We’ve  

always done it this way.”

–GRACE HOPPER

Prefer an all-gender restroom? 
Check the GHC 17 mobile app for locations./17

Open to all female attendees... 

whether you prefer a dress or a cape.

Women’s
Restroom

ANITA BORG,
VISIONARY

shattering 
perceptions

/17
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VISUAL PRINCIPLE/HUMANISM
We’re a nonprofit involved with tech, but we advocate on behalf of both individual women and 
collective humanity. When we use clean vectors and blocky type, and focus on tech subjects, the 
human element —crucial to both our mission and our brand resonance — can get lost. The human 
element of the visual brand launched with the “I AM…” campaign at GHC ’17; future brand executions 
will extend this idea, often using handwriting and hand-drawn art as a visual proxy for individuals.

Handwriting featured in the “I AM…” campaign intro video, GHC ’17 attendees signs, Hopper x1 Seattle video, and GHC ’17 stage.

Inspiration 

A few visual representatins of Humanism: 
Wendy McNaughton sketch portraying 
collective voice; portrait of Ada Lovelace in 
Rebel Girls; Lily Carre/Womenwhodraw.com 
illustration portraying inequity; anonymous 
handlettering with a personal message.



QUESTIONS?

Branding@AnitaB.org

http://www.anitaborg.org

